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Introduction. 

 

A better #1 ranked epic sequence of film script movie 

inventions. All of these are easily literature advanced plus 

much better than brilliant and preciously gifted. The following 

film shorts I’m going to display shape alphabetically into new 

innovation wondrous content. The figure and format cash must 

amount to X many calculations. This is a must, watch and concoct 

buy upon a time by the improved word configuration master. 7 

movies in 1.  

 

 

 

 

SCENE 1: 

 

 

Opens with 4 frames of a square ¼ each segment turning red blue 

green yellow clockwise in each sequence followed by a golden 

gong being struck on a 10 X 10 grid top left to bottom right of 

the shot by a spider in a rain coat wearing a curry magic film 

golden presentation Badge.  

 

 

Scrolling up the screen in white on blueprint plus in extra 

added 3D writing in association with 360+ complete whole suite 



alpha-beta business mega quota accountability inventions 

WWW.INVENTIONCORPORATE.COM better than magically conjures you 

up via the spirit of the vaulted bogeyman more innovation film 

magic now 1500+ invention opportunity chances… 

 

 

Luxury enchanted drum rhythms roll in from the distance then 

visuals of loud up close snare drum sticks playing a golden tune 

drum roll. Then symbols crashing ten times fast. 

 

 

SCENE 2: 

 

 

 

 

Left to right scrolls the text... 

 

 

“Film script #1.” 

 

 

A New film script titled.  

 

 

“GOD TODAY.” 

http://www.inventioncorporate.com/


 

 

I don’t think that I’ll even bother they’re all in such a rush. 

I’ll just smash the Devil for him in his film instead for 

starters tonight. All that is needed is a screen fade & heavenly 

sounding trumpet and fanfares to the spoken words. 

 

 

God easily smashes the Devil/Satan/Lucifer/And Beelzebub. Then 

reverses the entire lot. God doesn’t even bother to start the 

universe in motion. 

 

 

Also spelt out 1 letter at a time with the audio… 

 

 

Another invincible graphics FX of the man’ imagination copious… 

+ The bountiful omega fiction film end. 

 

 

It could be easily done my son the complete reversal he could 

easily do it. 4 seconds of silver and golden lines going up then 

down… Left then right. Visuals of Almighty God sitting aloft in 

the north of the heavens on his thrown. 

 

 



Transition to a double-sided triangular mirror turning around 

with the moon reflected one side… The other the sun between a 

man’s 2 eyes in a very shadowy setting. 

 

 

SCENE 3: 

 

 

Left to right scrolls the following text and pauses... 

 

 

“Film script #2.”  

 

 

SCENE 4: 

 

 

COMMENTARY 

 

Part 2 Titled God The Sorcerer. 

 

 

Visuals of the following… Speech spoken behind a screen. 

 

 

GOD THE SORCERER 



 

The unbeatable numerous God The Sorcerer 

comes back to battle it all even it up 

with actual battle magic combat sorcery 

wins. He physically opens the heavens 

and a lightning style void approaches 

the. He astral projects the passing 

demise out of everyone. Completely on 

all the 7 levels of the astral plain and 

over all the earth. 

 

 

The next text with no motion or fade spoken by the narrator. 

 

 

SCENE 5: 

 

 

NARRATOR 

 

So, this is a film about astral 

projection let it be told. All unholy 

heathen bitches innovative cook up 

witches and sorcery nuns and Devil night 

priest’ bogeys and imaginative goblins 

with their doomed black pots enchanted 



power cauldron’ against God’s astral 

projection sorcery is today made nought. 

For within the brilliance of God’ light 

is the Wizard of God he is a powerful 

sorcerer he has the power up of God and…  

The Devil gave it to him also a near 

perfect balance of the yin and yang is 

achieved made unto him the art… Anything 

astral projected onto the or unholy 

craft performance onto him/The Wizard Of 

God gives back in deeds several plus 

fold he can astral project anything in 

this f*cking movie he takes nasty liars 

souls off them ‘easily’ he sends them to 

where limbo/hell for a bum time nasty 

and the special engine FX is pixelated 

and for forever ultra in very favourited 

mega eons it lasted. Plus at the very 

bottom of this movie pit is a sex act 

brothel and a terrible she witch. 

 

 

SCENE 6: 

 

 

GOD THE SORCERER 



 

I again appeared right side next to the 

holiest light as God The Sorcerer in 

nightmare’ of men akin I can do this by 

art and by speaking it happen. By 

clapping my hands it happens, by 

thoughts make it happen I can even via 

living electricity email it happen or 

write pen stamp a friend make it 

transpire materialise. Forwards unto the 

dark abyss of mayhem. 

 

 

Visuals of somebody receiving an inbox on a computer terminal 

& letters coming through a mystery letterbox. A telephone rings 

it is answered… 

 

 

GOD THE SORCERER 

 

Taxing even in thought over any ones 

bugged telephone I can demonstrate the. 

Plus… I can even send you onto a 

fictional Hell of which all other cheeky 

C’s have been sent through the void if 

I know not you are male or female in 



these gruelling days. Is it to much to 

f*cking ask for you to keep quiet? 

 

 

An ace futuristic glance 2 second frames of a separate male + 

a female toilet sign. 

 

 

GOD THE SORCERER 

 

Anywhere in the world that I know about 

probably with ease everything in the 

cosmos. Plus down the drain is it the 

earth going to pot. 

 

 

SCENE 7: 

 

 

A 10 second photograph flick book imagery of the planet earth 

show in front of the entire cosmos universe.  

 

 

SCENE 8: 

 

 



Now action… God The Sorcerer is looking down at the blessed war 

stricken and polluted earth sphere imagery from the moon/dark 

satellite monitoring on a viewing monitor the monster of which 

is man X3 timelapse videography sequences side by side of known 

history through to the present day lasting 30 seconds.    

 

 

SCENE 9: 

 

 

COMMENTARY IN A MINISTERS PREACHING TONE 

 

All this was foretold in fate and it has 

been made known to the public in his 

earlier works plus here tonight by the 

battle of God’s powerful sorcery 

projections written is the prophecy. 

 

 

SCENE 10: 

 

 

God The Sorcerer upgrades the astral projection… A thin thread 

of silk from the top of his spine out through the conjuring 

screen.  

 



 

Cut. 

 

 

SCENE 11: 

 

 

As it reads thanks, ya brat… 

 

 

Behold… Followed by a dark rights witch’ pot, boiling in magic 

arts. Out from the pot a blackness arises a new found humanoid 

figure in a stretched black silhouette sheet with jet black 

sequins new shiny flecks looking disguised a bit like the ace 

famous classic V*****t P***e V.P. Actor fact… Coming like the 

welkin he cuts open with his swish power better written skilled 

favourited early light medieval type sabre sword the magic sheet 

to reveal… Further unto the great knowledges of the seraphic 

arts increasing tremendously the huge power up angels appeared 

upon the apocalypse steed before the and alongside in recurrent 

aether tune hits went the many sexed up number one wins of the 

on-form text semi-nude magical female angels invention correct 

and via the holy order real formatted fire and ice exact form 

and method alchemy style nymphs within very nicely done up dolly 

makeup in evidence facts datum. Now follows… In fine sequence 

the boasted about best all universal galaxy’ FX special graphics 



combined within this humanoid shaped pot projection alembic of 

complete blackness +… Whom might I add as well sayeth a priest 

slays the unholy creature cuts her down the unclean heathen 

bitch. O’ the angels did sing forever about the inspired 

artistic flair of this creative movie owner plus 1500+ invention 

concepts original writing and that was extra arts thou at 12:59 

midnight schematic and consumed in vessel fire. Plus written 

developments include extra smiles across the entire grid and 

Christ raises aloft the victors banner via the alchemical winged 

hexagonal bath and raising secrets and secrets of the knowledges 

of the art. 

 

 

Cut. 

 

 

SCENE 12: 

 

 

A mysterious man awakens rubs his eyes to see a hundred plus 

semi visible small to medium sized yellow orange tarantula 

spiders crawling across his bedroom ceiling and walls.   

 

 

Transition to next scene. The moon reflected onto a decagon 

sided room of mirrors. 



 

 

SCENE 13: 

 

 

VISUALS OF AND IN THE VOICE OF GOD THE SORCERER PROJECTING HIS 

SPIRIT UP REFLECTED BACK DOWN VIA THE HEAVENLY POWERS AND THE 

ART… 

 

The others had been awake for at least 

24 hours God The Sorcerer power 

supernaturally transcendentally astral 

projects the sorcery from the living and 

the dead of sorcerers… God not I 

magic/physically the actual formatted 

action of the happening… New astral 

projections of sorcery boards onto the. 

Sir! The walls metamorphosis and slide 

up into position all types of being’ of 

the animal plane projections to the 

tired eyes of folks. Some of them saw 

him. Photographic picture still of ‘The’ 

Devil miniscule on the floor plus now 

sayeth the epicentre of the mirror. 

 

 



SCENE 14: 

 

 

Visuals of a man’s hand pointing the following words out in the 

dictionary… Speed up turning of the pages then a 1 second pause 

on the words.  

 

 

And now speaks "The’ Devils sorcery to God The Sorcerer. 

 

 

THE DEVIL 

 

Better have your cheese on toast now 

you’re going into battle again. 

 

 

GOD THE SORCERER/AND WIZARD MAN IN UNISON THAT ARTS THOU 

 

Let the unholy act commence. 

 

 

SCENE 14: 

 

 



With a finger pointing up through the earth to the heavens 

followed up with a God finger pointing down from the heavens 

with new inventive creative creatures singing and chanting in 

sequence… 

 

 

THE VOICE OF THE ALMIGHTY GOD/AND GOD THE SORCERER/AND UNKNOWN 

GRAVE TUNNEL CORPSE IN UNISON 

 

Built up again have they then aye… 

Sayeth the corpse decomposing and 

stewing in living maggots under the 

ground in his crucial grave casket a 

critically upside-down limbo rot. Plus…  

more authoritative powers controlling 

quickly into a short space of time 

herein projected now a proper religious 

lesson… A real religious lesson 

emergency crux biting onto the head of 

one’ temple and the global audience 

looked on as everyone in the universe in 

fact got one of those that f*cking time 

with spittle and snarling. 

 

 



Visuals of the bitten apple of knowledge on ‘the’ apple of eye 

planet. 

 

 

SCENE 15: 

 

 

GOD ALMIGHTY/AND THE HOLY GHOST GEEZER 

 

There don’t forget who’s the boss here… 

God Christ Holy Spirit, also The 

Ultimate Horned Evil Spirit plus God 

The… Powerful Sorcerer. Going into 

spiritual battle. From behind an 

enchantment screen. 

 

 

SCENE 16: 

 

 

INT. 

 

Scene cuts to visuals of hooded monk man cooking himself a 

cheese on toast then eating it as told by his majesty ‘The 

*evil’ my son. In stages lasting 30 seconds. 

 



 

Pictures of knuckles popping clicking. 

 

 

SCENE 17: 

 

 

GOD THE SORCERER 

 

Come on then. 

 

 

INT. 

 

Follows… 

 

An altogether divergent total diverse sorcerer astral projects 

differently onto the walls of Zion the other witches voice 

projections target aiming the art himself this time achieving 

an angle and innovation feat so unique of smacked sorcery smack 

wizard that the eye’s moving up the room wall from deep below 

the mortal earth’ crust essential core central astral changing 

the projection and thy might and magical strength which now even 

The Satan is unknow-ledged about Santa… + the display of 

inventions of the company quota suite in question portfolio arts 

grid and acute written movie graphics… Keeps gaining more info 



manifestation about the art and cannot be stopped by any evil… 

Now sing a gifted backed up format loaded with proficient angel 

magic strident teeth which is skilled greatly in the art plus 

all across the big business boardroom and to the tired eyes 

through witchery and sub plane mapping of the argent vive 

unicorn changes correctly classified to an alembic firebird and 

follows… An early sunrise demon in flames mirror angle followed 

by visual alchemy signage pact graphics and of course a closed 

eyes veiled curtain window via a zone of Zion later… On in the 

day is the projection forwarding in time of its futuristic net 

worth… Plus many of the well yin dodgy faces onto the toilet 

wall and the profane smelly old sailor face which is a semi 

visible image still there through the cracked later door which 

you wished onto the O’ dark one of madness the others know much 

about their witchery and do it nearly all the time. Know to them 

it’s not a poltergeist. Prayer to the it’s got to be the nastiest 

possible f*cking thing malicious lifeforce. Don’t even think of 

it hot click. O’ newest viewer/soul watcher it might fix jinx 

its spell unto the. Contained within a bolt of lightning was 

his quick mind set a lighting thought of a four-matches voodoo 

inner judgement as he crossed the roads home knowing it 

somewhere else… Snapping it lost away from the with the snapped 

sulphur less fourth match it cannot follow them home either 

because it? Is definitely lost without the dead match. Today O’ 

viable is the light and the pastures green. Entertainment 



creator in his mind to God The sorcerer, in his mind to God The 

Wizard plus mighty Jesus Christ holy spagyrist. 

 

 

Cuts to Christ & ‘The Devil’ playing elemental chess. Lasting 

20 seconds. 

 

 

SCENE 18: 

 

 

SCREEN/GOD THE SORCERER WITH THE FOLLOWING VISUAL 

 

And now just like the hell f*ckers film 

of hardcore sorcery internet video 

graphics standing astral projecting it 

again my son the lucifer I project the 

red/to purple spectrum all magical light 

ball transparently nearly invisible to 

the empathy brain chemistry and eyes, 

yes… He projected it sir from my mind 

spiritually to someone else’s home the… 

Moving ball of power. A glowing red/to 

purple growing light from my hand 

projects forwards whilst reading the big 

enough spell book opened in my other… 



This type of flashing electro orb around 

my person hooded cloaked head moves very 

express fleet and soundlessly across the 

wall followed by its incentive shadow 

the coloured power energy stimuli goes 

as a special effect wizard should that 

is a mind wizard. Plus, then I and I in 

a shamanic trance walked through brick 

walls in a witch doctor’ attire panache 

chic so ghostly and holy in form. 

 

 

SCENE 19: 

 

 

The sun rises and the sun set’ for another enchanted eon in 

quick timelapse photography. 

 

 

Now the moon reflects around onto a decagon sided room of 

mirrors. 

 

 

SCENE 20: 

 

 



OF THE 10 CHANNELLED SORCERY GOD IN UNISON 

 

You are all my little puppets now. 

 

 

SPELT OUT THIS… AN UNWANTED ASTRAL PROJECTION VOICE 

 

Well, well, well what secrets we reveal. 

 

 

SCENE 21: 

 

 

+ visuals of The God plus the following… 

 

 

GOD THE SORCERER 

 

And I shall continue to me lad to smack 

wizard astral projection you sir a 

little pin prick of an ugly mother 

f*cker puppet with the finest pin 

backing ears with the truest bean breath 

smelling at a little potato sack 

covering his identity distinctive face 

head barnet pixelated from your view MR. 



This Puppet Projection Nightmare Power 

Mother F*cker is for you folks of witch. 

He son is grabbing you many by the 

throats all at the same time in 

different parts of the world astral… + 

I astral projected it, Sir! Look bounty 

toast. Battling bounty on toast, bounty 

toast, cheese bounty on toast black 

magic food. Thoughts continued… Or even 

snake on a pizza and even snake on toast. 

 

 

Fades out to white. 

 

 

SCENE 22: 

 

 

GOD THE SORCERER 

 

Yeahyyyeeesss, with his protected IP 

invention new schematic concept a 1000+ 

number within the company portfolio wand 

shaped video projection lamp which 

powerhouses… The entire known earth and 

universe memory banks… Which also is 



microphone voice controlled with a 

built-in stereo speaker allowing audio 

and complete visual alignment of the 

system device and the command process 

pressing of the correct buttons this is 

the meticulous precise end of this part 

of the film movie film. 

 

 

Cut.  

 

 

SCENE 23: 

 

Left to right the text black spoken and spelt out on yellow Back 

ground by the commentator. 

 

 

“Film script #3 Now Titled. Still Not Crying. Now Cry Jiain.” 

 

 

UNKNOWN 

 

Crying. 

 

 



UNKNOWN 2 

 

Now cry babes, not I nor him. 

 

 

UNKNOWN 3 

 

Look Iain… We’re terrified of this 

geezer, and… This is a New Seven-Fold 

Sequence Of Universe Parable Fables… 

Movie act part #3 upgraded.  

 

 

The following visuals and sound bank exactly as it read’ by the 

narrator thank you… 

 

 

NARRATOR 

 

Angel magic techniques follow… Firstly 

the moving of the black and white 

voluted swirl turns anti-clockwise for 

3 seconds form then clockwise for 3 

seconds form and fades to 1/3 visible 

and continues over the rest of the scene 

turning red and blue every 10 seconds 



and green and yellow every 10 seconds. 

The whole screen turns 360 degrees 

around clockwise on its clockwork 

mechanical vertical axis motion with a 

bright background light brilliantly 

raising upwards revealing background 

darkness fell over the screen… It now 

turns as alchemized pure silver/white 

argent vive whilst in fusion with the 

copper tat in the heat hot burning 

flames cubicle making a loud snapping 

noise and light revealing a successful 

tincting of the alchemy silver equal to 

the mines. The factual projection act 

follows… A speed up visual of the rest 

of the great work/the crowning practical 

work of philosophy the exact form and 

method in fact furnace scenario into the 

waxy red medicine of the holy order in 

its first degree the great work lasting 

1 hour of course in timelapse 

video/photographic and special fx 

graphics follow the… The bettering of 

the stone in all five degrees lasting 

one month/30 days over a lower heat. Now 

behold the ferment elixir is 



administrated to an old man in the 

weight of a barleycorn in a little 

warmed good wine he like the metal is 

renewed cured of leprosy in the 4th 

degree… It is also shown behold 

administrated in its 5th and final 

illuminated form to a dead tree trunk 

which immediately sprouts new roots 

shoots and branches originally according 

to its kind plus writer/alchemist show 

them these clear glass crystals treated 

with the converted into gem stones equal 

to the mines of all sizes. This was also 

revealed to I in mind to the original 

Satan pact and in mind to The God vessel 

the accurate commandment… Inventor’ 

creative cubical is as before written 

secrets given unto gypsy’ Now… Following 

that lot up are the visuals of many earth 

globe world country’ muscle men/hard men 

faces and young tough nut cheesy brown 

bearded young un’ that don’t know how to 

shave their ugly f*cking faces all 

pixelated scrolling bottom to top 

lasting 10 seconds going up the screen 

shot and also given mercy by the writer’ 



art. Visuals of the eye thing appearing 

on top of all known to man pyramids one 

by one scrolling left to right extremely 

scenic the sun then rises and sets in a 

timelapse photographic style the eye 

reappears… On top of every pyramid as 

before graphics each in turn fast top 

left to bottom right to make a grid 

square then visuals of each eye bursting 

out upwards of its go magic socket base 

going up into space with its whizzing 

noise… Thunder and lightning follows… 

Then plenty of cool slick birds 

powdering their noses with what f*cking 

drugs mate with pixelated no knickers on 

and wearing new trainers here’s johnny 

show. Ya brat. 

 

 

SCENE 24: 

 

 

E 

 

And the little city neighbourhood head 

wench vipers and the head blow off boys 



and the old boys… The little f*cking 

people big Iain says and the box mate 

are all still whining crying and lying 

green with envy 10… F*cking trolling 

years on from even then, O’ ignorance is 

must be bliss for ‘em. Why what have you 

done wrong Iain and what over the past 

3 f*cking decades mate? Extra here this 

have a blimping good time and a having 

it techno rave… House music shout out in 

the old skool favourite flavour and have 

a fabled Iain on film signage a sign so 

fab so awesome and great it has 

multiplication math and starts with a 

circle with a dot in the middle of it 

yes at it’s very epicentre. Plus this is 

also a dancing scene it is greatly 

appreciated advanced. 

 

 

SCENE 25: 

 

 

E 

 



What’s this… Run-away boy/s home indoors 

all the way home to your mother’ big 

breasts for a drink you big pussy muscle 

man a-brat. 

 

 

E’S CHANNEL 

 

&nd you… You Big biker pussy’ run. Plus 

that is a pretty sweet film good 

talented skills and contained the 

ultimate instigated longevity scene ever 

envisioned by man for a wider audience 

it is planned masterminded and break and 

cut. 

 

 

The End. 

 

 

Transition cuts to Gold and silver wide lines going up for 3 

seconds down for 3 seconds left for 3 seconds and right for 3 

seconds. 

 

 

SCENE 26: 



 

 

Left to right scrolls the following text. 

 

 

“Film Script Wee Little 4.” 

 

 

Titled. 

 

A film short about a fake cocaine farmer making his powder. 

 

 

Visuals of the following in stages lasting as long as it reads. 

 

 

JAPANESE MAN 

 

Powder. 

 

 

COCOA FARMER 

 

Oh, it’ll be ready in about a month. 

 

 



Thinking knowing lighter clicks. 

 

 

COCOA FARMER 

 

Ffffffff… Aahhhh.  

 

 

Then click and Ptfckfffcrackcracklingcracky noise. 

 

 

COCOA FARMER 

 

Wicked, good pipe. 

 

 

He nods. 

 

 

The following spelt out in bold italic… 

 

 

‘And his propaganda recipe he speaks of is as follows…’ 

 

 

COCOA FARMER 



 

Voilà cocaine o. 

 

 

Cocoa Farmer licks his lips. 

 

 

COCOA FARMER 

 

Hey presto voila. 

 

 

Points up kisses from lips. 

 

 

COMMENTATOR 

 

Step 1. 

 

 

EACH INSTRUCTION IN DIFFERENT SOUTH AMERICAN ACCENTS 

 

Instruction 1. 100 kilos of chopped 

cocoa plant. All the plant for this 

variety. 

 



2. 16 kilos sea salt. 

 

3. 8 kilos of quick lime. 

 

4. 20 litres of petrol. 

 

5. It in a large drum for 4 hours stir 

½ way through. 

 

 

SCENE 27: 

 

 

NARRATION PLUS SPELT OUT… 

 

The following text spelt out… 

 

  

‘And step 2…’ 

 

 

INSTRUCTIONS CONTINUED IN DIFFERENT SOUTH AMERICAN ACCENTUAL 

 

Instruction 1. Decant the petrol into a 

bucket through a rag discarding the 

pulpy leaves. 



 

2. Add 8 litres of water. 

 

3. 8 teaspoons of sulphuric 

acid/battery acid. 

 

4. 2 minutes with a plunger decant into 

bucket. 

 

5. Add 1 teaspoon of bicarbonate of 

soda. Filter through a dirty rag. 

 

6. Voila cocaine. 

 

 

Picture stills of the cocoa farmer 

lighting his stash… 

 

 

Lighter clicks Ttfffffff… Crackle… 

 

 

COCOA FARMER 

 

HEffffhhhh… Good pipe. 

 



 

He nods. 

 

 

NARRATOR 

 

He doesn’t sell any he eats it all up by 

himself like lamb. 

 

 

SCENE 28: 

 

 

Visual graphics of a Jack In A Box toy popping out of his box 

grows into a giant one over ½ the whole city and it speaks. 

 

 

JACK IN A BOX SPEAKING 

 

Bark! 

 

 

The bark word is also spelt out in front of the giant Jack In 

A Box a graphics of amassed stars and, this is spelt out as 

well…  

 



 

‘The finish line _______________________________________.’ 

 

 

Then a picture of one cut with scissors. 

 

 

SCENE 29: 

 

 

COCOA FARMER 

 

You’ve got the prize. 

 

 

SCENE 30: 

 

 

Cut’ to the smoky cloudy atmosphere of hottest smog clouds of 

dope crack pipes being smoked by junkies in a crack house lasting 

1 minute. Also showing a fella rich slick show-off injecting a 

snowball into his wrist my fellow. 

 

 

Scrolls left to right the text… 

 



 

SCENE 31: 

 

 

The following spelt out…  

 

 

“A Short Film Script #5. Titled. Knife The Wife.” 

 

 

NARRATOR 

 

Is as follows… 

 

 

A BEARDED MAN 

 

As soon as I saw that particular knife 

in the shop it spoke unto the telling me 

a tale of actual tall ones. It explained 

in an evil alphabetical sharp tone in 

great secret detail what I was meant to 

do with her, plus… Through new 

nightmares of the night the manifested 

witch demon’ madness had to be 

straightened completely silenced put to 



death… Plus the wench bitch’s bit sexed 

up text wet pixelated slit was hushed 

through the mazey abyss of her muzzled 

mind thus sending her onto an oven hell 

conflagration inferno to be a slave down 

the mines with the earlier burnt chimp 

offerings of the writer’ innovative art… 

 

 

SCENE 32: 

 

 

The following actor/s visuals in alternating blues and white 

templates… 

 

 

IN A SMARTEST OF PROFESSORS COMPUTERIZED/DISGUISED VOICE 

 

It also told me… Writer of the flirting 

decree wins, writer of the order… Writer 

of his elementariness invention… That a 

man’s written obsession with his 

dalliance knife is as fondly felt by the 

one’ that feel it true apple of eye as 

he would fondle philanderer his wife and 

his many mistresses, he thought of his 



knife very dearly so to speak. One 

evening a 1 month on the wife and I 

started another argument over money. You 

user you think more of that knife than 

you do me you bastard. It was last straw 

I flew across the room shot into the 

kitchen grabbed that innovation knife… 

My wife knife and I had finally now done 

the onus deed. The un-savoury wet wench 

was knifed really, really… Done in 

entirely via the tempo fanatic dance. 

I’ve killed joined up the dots and 

married them both knife to wife, wife to 

knife. This was of course terribly 

satisfactory a death to dance to and I 

admire the way he wrote that I’d like to 

read it someday view it at the cinematic 

venue… I hope the mouthy little sally 

has her legs open on screen to show off 

the fleshy parts writer, and… When and 

if I’m released from R*mpton hosp-it-al 

top, top… 

 

 

VOICE OF ANOTHER NUTTER 

 



Top psychiatric hospital for dirty 

little girls of the funny farm 

haahthfahahaheh you rat. 

 

 

SCENE 33: 

 

 

NARRATOR 

 

This well valid authentic tough nutter 

was in his padded room with the 

shittiest and vilest real poltergeist 

you’ve ever seen in a movie. I just 

jumped it up respectfully sang rapped it 

through empirical observation chance… 

Put it there in writing by the all-

magical skill… It came with an unknown 

measure of mental illness it was 

exclusively wholly completely very un-

savoury from the end-to-end void 

drenched in mayhems… Attired in 

blackness through the connected snapped 

chaos usage beyond the hell chasms via 

the click onto universal point multi 

dimension. 



 

 

Descriptive commentary… A photographic still of the special FX 

loony bin/a hotter mental hospital zooms out to the entire 

celestial heavens sphere welkin visual which is further slashed 

open swished with a knife in one’ swanky depiction revealing an 

up-scale chamber with a seriously brainy person’ brain cut out 

and cooking in a blueprint style coloured big pan of cheap 

millet with a picture of their mugged face pixelated on the side 

of the cooking pan big pot… Which changes metamorphosis into 

many mythological creature’ face’ in special FX graphics seen 

by the squinting of the eyes lasting 30 seconds 3 seconds a 

piece… Furthermore, the shot moves out of this affliction 

dungeon cooking room and down a series of connected image 

different global country’ corridors of power with an audio 

alignment of loud quick walking footsteps getting closer and 

closer plus finally a red blue green yellow gold set of curtains 

open in sequence to make known… 

 

 

SCENE 34: 

 

 

Film Script #6. Another short. Titled. Smack Wizard. Shoot… 

 

 



Opens with. 

 

The dark satellite/moon orb reflects onto a large triangular 

mirror through its window of opportunity at a 1 O’ clock position 

and angle… There’s is a timelapse photographic total lunate 

eclipse, cut.  

 

 

SCENE 35: 

 

 

The crescent moon visuals now reflect onto a different graphics 

mirror moving into place from above as by angel magic in turn 

is reflected onto another moving into place from below from the 

left and in turn from the right sequence, cut. 

 

 

SCENE 36: 

 

 

Now the Smack Wizard’ circular blueprint… Computer portfolio 

suite raised typing terminal moon is reflected via the light 

down from the heavens across his face temple to temple left to 

right with a pause at left and right position then moves into 

place between his eyes/the central 3rd eye venue position locus. 



All the following visuals are controlled and projected upon a 

time around a set of 8 triangular mirrors around a circular 

shape at a secret unknown destination in slow motion… The moon 

is now seen from earth beamed onto all 8 mirror time points in 

true sequence… New Moon, Waxing Crescent Moon, First Quarter 

Moon, Waxing Gibbous Moon, Full Moon, Waning Gibbous Moon, Third 

Quarter Moon, Waning Crescent Moon… Cut. 

 

 

SCENE 37: 

 

 

Narration visuals and audio of all ‘Iain the Writer’ speech 

Thanks you bitch… 

 

 

Iain The Writer 

 

Then a full moon visual appears at the 

top of the shot above the… Then at the 

footer of the shot below the then… A 

pause of blackness darkness followed by 

an 8 second sunrise timelapse followed 

by a visible early daylight single moon 

visual reappearing on each face of a 



magically enchanted levigation chamber 

alchemical story mirror cube, my unto 

the viewpoint prospect cube is a from 

above angel magic the complete vault of 

heaven projection love not f*cking your’ 

beauty and is of the combining strength 

my little pretty of the very best 

available arts thou build. This f*cking 

cube also always turns right clockwise, 

and… Good shall always grow massively in 

fiction and factual exhibitions a sign 

index expression materialisation of the 

art, just read on… It is born of triple 

measure, hot, strength curry powder 

faster and faster then, stops. Suddenly 

the alchemist in mind to the invention 

creative flair vessel shows 5 wizards 

each with a different spider’ face on 5 

of its 6 sides followed by the writer of 

the arts/The Smack Wizard’ face 

projected… Onto the 6th then the exact 

sounds of distant thunder quickly draw’ 

in closer plus across the ‘mirror’ faces 

scrolling upwards is the wording ‘1500+ 

original invention schematics are 

awarded by the maker’ on all precious 



facets of the object and the movies 

originality herein… Shows off a better 

than intense spinning turning squ*re 

cuboid and what are you f*cking beeping 

at c* this deluxe item now also flashes 

extra silver and gold Special FX 

blessings. A blessing of rain arrives 

from the sky’ and grows crops from seed 

according to its kind in timelapse 

photographic… + onto all sides of the 

mightiest invention cuboid across all 

baron lands big penthouse suites and 

very importantly spanning across all-

star constellations in all galaxias the 

Smack Wizard materialises radiantly 

glowing in beauty… Plus magically pens 

the ultimate movie wins. With a flash of 

orange/red/tangerine coloured lighting 

spreading completely across the universe 

panorama a dawning ecumenical vanishing 

point limit vista in skill the 

alchemical art projection of the ferment 

elixir transmutation process is again 

revealed and… Even more secret 

knowledges of the art + this one lasted 

eon’ and forevermore. 



 

 

SCENE 38: 

 

 

SPOKEN BY COMMENTATOR 

 

O’ power master magical one O’ MR. Smack 

Wizard man of forever creation wins… The 

more viable business opportunities suite 

and system… O’ cursed be them whom have 

thieved from the for 15+ years. Whom 

shall have the victory wins and carry 

the weighty champions crest bar the… You 

have’th the lion’ share of SERPs 

position first rankings for over 10+ 

years globally you are the top ranked 

and placed 1, 2 and 3. + Wizardy wizardy 

on the web who’s the wizard of them all 

MR. Me… He is I and I and here, he is 

there he be world wide web SEO 

everywhere an alphabet trismegistus plus 

he’s the slickest coolest bad rad mother 

f*cker going. He’s the most original 

thinker in the entire f*cking world 

mate. The spiritual magic mud hut 



doctor, a shine monkey… All born of the 

raised dead Ouija board necromancer 

skills unto the. 

 

 

Clean cut to… 

 

 

SCENE 38: 

 

 

Spelt out… Scene 38. 

 

 

IN A HOLY MAN’S VOICE 

 

I’m deeper now within the trance. 

 

 

Best video photographic shots of wizard’ and shaman’ sending 

the thoughts to E and him speaking them out of his shrewd 

perceptive mouth differently the magical wizardry voices. E is 

in the centre of screen within a big heart shaped cut diamond… 

The wizards appear around the sides of the diamond clockwise 

all sparkling brilliantness in exceptional excellence as they 



rotate clockwise 1 second each clock position 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

9 10 12. 

 

 

CHANNEL 1 

 

O’ he is holy, plus can you see that 

man. 

 

 

CHANNEL 2 

 

O’ the vaulted empyrean Architect with 

the working invention nuts and bolts of 

it all. 

 

 

CHANNEL 3 

 

The originality key, and the Money God 

new business and better solutions. 

 

 

CHANNEL 4 

 



And behold the righteous pious ‘number 

1 world business’ plus the praising of 

the facts. So, sing it X3… Ju-Ju Man. 

 

 

CHANNEL 5 

 

They followed and sang the Lord’ praise 

forever… The Bogeyman, the Smack Wizard 

and the enchanted alter sacrifice Spin 

Doctor… Plus all of his many X signage 

pals. 

 

 

CHANNEL 6 

 

New heavenly creatures and alchemical 

maths. 

 

 

CHANNEL 7 

 

+ the new inspirational vision Wizids + 

the angel magic texts. 

 

 



CHANNEL 8 

 

… And behold… I the Witch Doctor 

Medicine Man on his team halo. 

 

 

CHANNEL 9 GOD 

 

All Angels and angles for my Shaman pal 

the Smack Wizard. 

 

 

CHANNEL 10 

 

Even magic Wonky Man Wizards get a 

mention. 

 

 

CHANNEL 11 

 

Innovative new added verse channel with 

hundreds and hundreds of bargaining 

Intellectual property chips for a next 

life if need be. This is the written 

invention strength art and in truth we 

strive for a better day. Do not forget 



it pal. + God The Wizard… Will easily 

win the day and yours faithfully written 

was the deluxe entertainment. 

 

 

CHANNEL 12 

 

+ the O’ so powerful invested in me old 

and new Gods and Wizards are movie 

married wed and blessed today within 

this unmatched paranormal welkin vessel 

you’ve been literature blessed my 

friends here on this golden set apart 

sanctified date. 

 

 

NOT UNLUCKY FOR I CHANNEL #13 

 

Well well well MR. Smack Wizard my holy 

friend well done well done well done 

still tranquil number 13 unlucky for 

some but not the majority. 

 

 

THEN WITH A CHANNEL 14 

 



You’ll learn f*cking what mal-sass-air, 

magic missile and planar binding… Here’s 

Johnny Show plus this text… Is a follow-

up terrible monkey witchcraft a lucky 

wish bone snap… Ouija Board alive 

necromantia already successfully 

practised art done many and beyond even 

his entranced Smack Wizard Sorcery 

Board… The Grail of all known to man 

knowledge is revealed within the next 

channel… 

 

 

CHANNEL 15 

 

Within the company portfolio invention 

1000+ around its aluminium core a 

combined image network of LED screens 

schematic invention which houses the 

entire known to man space/heavens and 

earth memory banks, with a built-in 

speaker rubber membrane for exact audio 

alignment… Made water resistant with a 

hermitically sealed rechargeable 



battery cell compartment. Plus he has 

invented more than one cup love many 

cups dear in fact like an all in one 

digital schematic big bike cup with 

global road touring systems and give us 

a few more of cup examples writer from 

your exquisite business opportunity/s 

invention concept portfolio’ 

yyyeeeaaahhhyes Tour… The Holy Land 

chalices… Plus another one which has a 

radio signal blue-tooth build all in 

celebration Christmas decoration goblet 

with its television visual expansion 

adapter display editable template design 

studio and… Even a light bulb 

system/idea and have it as a cup all in 

one eating and drinking location cup 

interactive experience. Plus… You’ve 

already made sure to steal all his 

emails and phone-calls of any value over 

the past decade ten and six years 

shooting yourselves in the feet… I see 

you’ve all fallen out of favour. Sent to 

to f*cking where ?ell… Where you shall 

cease to exist in any negative and 

positive energy with your mouthy pokey 



leary little eyes cut out and left in 

limbo swine cash Tax VAT bucket. 

 

 

The diamond explodes to reveal ‘E’ profile view visual as the 

entire screen then speaks his mind computer with #16… 

 

 

16 OF A TO Z CONFIGURATIONS SPEAKS 

 

Speaks the humanoid vessel creature of 

the entire creation power wham bam thank 

you mam schedule again as the infinite 

holy ghost he channelled the. Plus with 

added archaic act God’ of religious arts 

and the almighty creation architect 

known as God Almighty Alpha and Omega I 

thank you writer as I’m still inventing 

plus signage and with all angles and X 

signage flags the heavenly Angels did 

sing his name and in the name of God for 

all time/eternity and here now 

introducing ladies and gentleman another 

one of his power magic script film 

shorts… It is an all exclusive here 

follows. 



 

 

SCENE 39: 

 

 

Cuts to an inventive shamanic vessel of gold frankincense and 

myrrh shaman with the correctly perfected conjuring and alchemy 

hand drawing sequences up the arm to the floor etc. Then another 

in tune with the globe jungle shaman spitting malt liquor 

liquids out onto the open fire flames, and… A special FX fiction 

wizard with a spider’ face makes starts a ploy movie play of a 

complicated hand movement… Physical incantation with mega actual 

physical metaphysical projection application of the takeover 

spell but is spanked out of this number 1 world film advert… 

Via the angels of heaven and cast down to a similar biblical 

bottomless limbo hole void for his latest sinful acts as… Sing 

through to the very end/the last days writer you are with the 

Lord your God’ team for you are good. The Angel dear writer as 

explained earlier in the day and via his own art defeats the 

unholy demented creature which is Satan binding him with a great 

chain of lightning sending him off to the bottomless pit locking 

him up.  

 

 

Cut. 

 



SCENE 40: 

 

 

Spelt out left to right the next text. 

 

 

“Film Script Short #7. Titled. The Creative Flair Talent Of The 

Internet Entrepreneur Business And Sermon.” 

 

 

SCENE 41: 

 

 

INT. 

 

 

Presentation… At a big hi-tech business centre in front of the 

business board… An exclusive better new skills display by the 

WWW.INVENTIONCORPORATE.COM big banking click slick guy’s and 

big belly money men watch on with awe wonder and amazement… I’m 

now going to communicate the movie business tactics session 

finale speaking via the more viable visible medium… Which is 

the internet, a broadcast special in front of a billion strong 

internet audience and cinema audience… 
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THE BUSINESS LEADER 

 

1ST Behold… Another Fantastic Master 

Ranking Coin New Movie Invention. A Very 

Originally Written Part Of The Business 

Act Portfolio Score Of Much More… New 

Opportunities Via A Skilled Conjuring 

And Alchemy Contract Pact. The Pinnacle 

Primo O’ Magical One Today Bringeth The 

Most Effective Productive Virtuoso 

Skilled Techniques Born Via The Very 

Best Available Hot Curry Powder Power 

Powder Forward-Looking Skilful Written 

Electronically Emblazoned E Burnt 

Offering Exhibition… Plus, Via The Holy 

And True Finest Business Magic. The Big 

Ace Yes Capital Validate Business Of 

Iain Innes The INVENTIONCORPORATE.COM 

Super Micro ,CORP Organization Leader… 

The Original Alphabetic Technique Here 

Is Correctly Hopeful And Full Of Promise 

Plus Aimed Towards The Valuable Friends 

Of The God And All That Is Good Decent 

Pragmatic And Winning In Women And Men.  

Continued Introduction To The Blessed 

Movie Celebration Slice. Fortunate 
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Auspicious Firstly Have Some Of These 

Written Onto The Alter Jasper, Sapphire, 

Chalcedony, Emerald, Sardonyx, Sardius, 

Chrysolite, Beryl, Topaz, Chrysoprasus, 

Jacinth And Amethyst. Welcome My Noble 

Brethren Members. These Innovates Are 

Part Of The New Business Vision 

Intellectual Property Treasure House Of 

IAIN INNES United Kingdom. Witness And 

behold This… Is The Newest Latest Works 

Of The Master Inventor System The All In 

Innovated Film Arts Piece. This Is Part 

Of His Invention Opportunities Business 

Package. Innovation Machine. The Best 

Movie Advertising Literature Engine 

Wins. This Is My Exhibition Ace A Very 

E Special Publication Choice. Born From 

The Business Bank The Intellectual 

Property IP Add Up Chip Treasure System 

Suite And The Art. The Righteous New Biz 

Originator Apple-Of-Eye Favourite To Win 

Entrepreneurial Ship Has The Business In 

Question And Is The Money Answer. Note: 

Business Here Holds A Guaranteed Winning 

Formula Of 1500+ Invention Opportunities 

New Top Notch Calculations. Displayed 



Herein Within E-Book 71 Is An Innovation 

Magic Movie Film Mega Special. It Gives 

Me Great Pleasure To Mention A Massive 

68 EBook Compendium Mainly Built For The 

Movie Business Chance. X12+ Big Content 

Film Scripts And X16+ Innovate Music 

Opportunity Lyrics Albums Including Rap 

Inventions, Church Of God, Punk Rocker 

And… Better Written Rave Music/Better 

Album Score Content. In This Particular 

Slice Showcase I Remind You Inline Of My 

Online Viable And More Visible Company 

IP Intellectual Property Portfolio's 

Plus Better Than Valuable Works EBook 69 

Plus My EBook 70 Alone Has Housed Within 

Its Pages 1000+ Inventions/New Business 

Concepts. I’ll Continue… 

 

 

The Business Leader Continues… 

 

 

THE BUSINESS LEADER 

 

With The Primacy Knack Knowing It Right 

Flair At His Invention Arts Expo. The 



Amazing One Has Done It In Front Of This 

World To $££ The Supernatural Is 

Manifest Visually And Is Explained 

Today, Tonight, Tomorrow… Via Internet. 

This Is The Glorious Invention Arts 

Piece Acted Out Visible And Yin Yang 

Magical Constructor Manifest Equals A 

Favourable Decisive Near Incalculable 

Values/Worth Of His Golden Optimistic 

Business Stakes. This Is A Very 

Respectful And Tastily Done Write. It Is 

Achieved Within The Laws Of The Written 

Invention Art… + In The Name Of God I 

Bless You. Draw Closer In The Love Of 

Our Messiah. The Son Of God. View, Read 

In Awe And Mega Wondrous Amazement This 

Commercial Investment Communication. 

Of, Course The Advertising Exceptional 

Progressive Business Machine Additional 

Is The Ace Business First Maximum. The 

Ultra Leading Edge Wealth Cash Capital 

Multiplication Breakthrough Development 

Collected Works Enhance Up Show 

Supplement Is Peaking In The Highest 

Level Of Up It Innovation Form Now 

Internet Promotions Proudly Presents… 



The Written In Curried Chimpanzee Blood 

Dream Up Lines Like An Original Power 

Promo E-Zine… It Is Part Of The 

Marketing Master Suite. Plus I Grow 

Sweet Read… Roses In My Garden Of 

Writes. Not Weak Pansies Insipid Tall 

Tale Jargon. The Alphabetical Text And 

Business Opportunities Speech Displayed 

Is A Delicate, It Is Neat. Strong. Get 

Your Copy. I Can Keep Them Coming As 

Well. God Is Almighty. He Is Everywhere… 

Signed The Best Cosmos Smack Wizard, And 

On The Line + Thou Arts At Blessings + 

Thou Arts At N£w Found Great Invention 

Authority. Plus My More Business Viable 

Exhibition Is Yet Again A Better Visible 

Tincture Correct Online Formula… It Is 

Part Of The To Happen Future Assembly... 

+ It Has Taken Root Dear Alchemy Vessel 

Keeper Maureen In Mind To The Wider 

Wiser Essence Sense Of The Present 

Audience… Via A Secret Placement Of 

Exact Form And Method Machine, Of 

Alchemyia Channel And System Is The 

Blessed Magical And Shamanic Alchemist's 

Vial Vessel Ferment lxir Event Sir, 



Madam… Plus All Spiritual Onlookers 

Behold View And Witness New Amazing 

Offerings Of The Vision Beyond Any Other 

Clever Tale Expression. Explained Here 

Is A Mark Above Any Evil Head Or Evil 

Thought Process. This Engine Is Very Apt 

Of Opportunity/s An Unsurpassed 

Supernatural Power Text Séance Well 

Founded Show Of Deluxe Cook Up 

Combination Alphabet Writing Now In 

Watch And Listen Film Format. You Must 

Now Go Back To The Lord Your God And 

Prayer. If You Have Gone Astray The 

Path, Come Back And You Will Be Shown 

Mercy Brother. Draw Nearer To Christ, 

And Through Him + The All Merciful All 

Bountiful Maker… Your Creation Master 

And Your Treasure Maestro… Whom Breathed 

Breath In Your Lungs From When You Were 

Nothing Dust Plus Eternal Feathers In 

Your Wings The Only Galactic Universal 

Lord God… The All-Year-Round Sunshine, 

The life Bringing Rains. The One Whom 

reigns Over Moon And Every Star Ever. 

The One Who Is Forever And Who Created 

Made You In His Likeness Almighty God 



Whom Gave Us All Free Will And Charms. 

Best You Sing With Your Soul Rejoice In 

His Universal Greatness And Love And Be 

Happy And Joyus + As Promised More 

Celestial Magic And Prophecy Is Coming 

Arriving Soon. Behold! Thank You. 

 

 

‘The Business Leader’ steps down from the podium to a round of 

applause. The New Business Centre Wordsmith takes the stage and…  

 

 

SCENE 42: 

 

 

THE NEW BUSINESS CENTRE WORDSMITH TAKES THE PODIUM ON BEHALF 

OF THE LEADER 

 

On Behalf Of The Leader’ Promo… In Print 

Text Electronic Advertising Continued 

Biz Movie… Born Of Form And… Of The Small 

Print. Behold Again His Invention Money 

Bank On Add Up First Rate Expert 

Position Vision Biz Start Innovation 

Ultra Money N£w Business INV. Electric 

E. Hungry Thirsty Big Internet Tip Top 



Shop Successful Top-Notch Anno Domini 

A.D. Business Commercial Advertisement 

Brought To You By 'The’ 1st Positioned 

‘Number 1 World Business Advert’ Buy. 

You're Hearing Today About His Number 1 

Advertising Optimum Premium 1st SEO 

Search Engine Optimisation Golden Writes 

Environment One Arena… All Content 

Invention, Innovation Original Of The 

Company Intellectual Property Suite Here 

Is Prime Matchless… All Leading Unique 

Gold Star Intellectual Property Future 

Wing Technique Of The Business Movie 

Promotions Is Aces Heavy Ton Weighty. 

And The Mega Pioneer Placed New 

Marketing Make The Leading Business 

Premier Coin Statement Is An Improved 

Higher Quality Business Opportunity 

Choice. Plus This Vast Immense Machine 

Is The Sum Total Pro Factor Power Add Up 

The 1500+ Concept Inventions 

Opportunity/s At The Business Site 

Update Now Houses In A.D. 2022 An 

Impressive 1555+ Calculation. A Today 

Tomorrow Speech For Big Business Capital 

Gains Successful Banking Win Rites. He 



Has A Very Excellent All Round Good 

Pinnacle Discourse And Again Hits The 

1st Literature Stick Innovation Business 

International Add Up Across Those Backs. 

Also Helping Free You From Sins. The Bis 

Here Of Course Is The All Imminent 1st 

Position Machine Business Exhibition Act 

Of Opportunities A Mega Bigger Quota… In 

Top Flight Form A Better Placed World 

Wide Web Business Dominion Greater Make 

Face… Pro God + All Superb Newer Quality 

Venture. So Viable Factual Is This 

Zenith Extremely Favourite Master 

Surpass Business Content Marketing 

Content Brought To You By Iain Innes. 

The Power Script Master At Caliber One 

Group Has Many Capacity Intellectual 

Property Opportunities. The Writer Here 

Has A 1st Reign Supreme Internet Win. 

The World Ranking Idea Cook-Up Invention 

Intellectual Property ‘Cow Cash Cake’ 

Baking Hot Truest Surpassing Finest 

Business Winner Here Is A Real 

Noteworthy Plus Truly Tremendous 

Entrepreneur And… The World’ Brilliant 

One’ Win. The Angels Did Sing "He Has 



Won He Has Won + The Lord Is The Saviour 

Of Mankind And He Has Won." Yet Again 

Thank You. We Shall Now Take A Short 

Recess. 

 

 

A Short 15 Minute Pause Is Advised For Champagne And Drinks 

Visuals Lasting 3 Minutes With A Video Tour Of the Venue. 

 

 

SCENE 43: 

 

 

Now The New Business Centre Wordsmith Continues His Podium 

Centre Stage Speech… 

 

 

I’ll Continue… You’re At The Greatest 

Alphabetical Combinations Spoken Iain 

Innes Exhibition New Ranking Invent. The 

Expertly Done A To Z Literature Movie 

Advertising Business Opportunities Art. 

Yes, For The Record The Total Tally 

Finest Retrospective Advertisement Of 

The Intellectual Property INV. A.D. 

Machine Best Internet Business 



Advertising Good Enough Decade SERPs 

Rankings Plus SEO Search Engine 

Optimisation And Schematics. True 

Marketing Elementariness Via The Un-

Orthodox Methods Of Shamanism Alchemy 

Enchantment And Magic Within This Global 

Position Speech ‘The Number 1 World 

Business’ 1st Commercial Explains More 

Uniquely And In Better Depth. + As The 

Biz Inventor Said Before The… These 

Appearance Upright Words Are From Above 

Worthy So Holy Is The Number One. He 

Easily Also Is A Newer Business World 

Ace For Him. Plus All The Angels Did 

Sing Forever In The ‘Number 1 Biz’ 

Ranking In All His Glory… Vision Wiser 

Wide World Words’ The V. W. W. W. W…  

The New Invention Hot Entertainment 

Innovator… His Innovation Is Excellent 

Most Fantastic + Is The Very Best + About 

Brighter Things To Come Via The Decent 

Channelled Type In B-Right-On. Plus… The 

Ultimate Biz Uses Only The Ultimate Biz 

Super Techniques And… So Original 

Written And So Magical Vital Supreme Is 

This Good Movie Ink It Is Likened To A 



New Historic Event. A Written History 

Tasty Book And Film. Now I Birth The Old 

Cold For The Within This Write Plus 

Spiritually Ranking Neck A Big Andale 

Down Bowl Of Hottest Plus Biggest Cooked 

Innovation Spiders. Nice Ace Yum Yum’ 

The Yeah Number 1 Marketing Skill Nice 

Write Originals. I Now Pass You Back To 

The Past Master. The Decade Position 1st 

Leader. 

 

 

SCENE 44: 

 

 

The Business Leader again takes the podium. 

 

 

THE BUSINESS LEADER 

 

Well This Is The Great Business News 

Event,  The Bigger… ‘Number One Business 

Advert’ Has The Lion’ Share And Ranking 

Hits And For Over 10+ Years Wins. This 

Is The Inventor Innovator News… Also… A 

Demonstration Of The Yin Yang Coin +… 



Including The Number 1 Invention Alchemy 

Shamanism Pact. Via God And His Cosmos…   

The Finest Invention Text Schematic 

Movie Money Blueprints. Handpicked 

Literature All Tasty Pieces Of My 

Maximum Improved Business Movie Suite 

Also Bound In My Better Electronic Book 

71 And The Phenomenal 1500+ Piece 

Business Concept Invention Portfolio 

Business Opportunities Display Easily 

Out Does The Lot All The Crème Of The 

Crop. The Arts Of Invention… Thou Great 

Art Works… O’ Graphic Prose Carves 

Opportunity Pen Marks. Observe The 

Business World Wide Web Opportunities 

Today That Are Higher Ranking. So Ample 

Better So Prolific Teeming With Talent 

Is The Business Man’s Magic Ability, 

Exclusively Profoundly Machined By Means 

Of Conception Comprehension And View See 

The Displayed Amazing Business 

Intellectual Property Ideas Past Master 

Innate Via... His Most Number 1 

Innovator Bank INVENTIONCORPORATE.COM 

Project New ,CORP Group Obviously Knows 

The Time Of Day. New Business Power 
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Plays Plus You Are The Business And You 

Are Just Tremendous As I Thank You All 

Audience Members And Business Entity’ 

For Viewing The Additional Business 

Advertisement Sections. Plus, Thanks To 

My Other Readers For Your Skilled Clock 

In Time Tomorrow. Via My Optimizer. The 

New Powerhouse Business Suite And Movie  

Ranking Invention. 

 

 

SCENE 45: 

 

 

INT. 

 

The Business Leader loudly wraps his hands together clicks both 

hands fingers together and raises his hands up each side of his 

face and retracts both hands two inner fingers twice gesture 

like that followed… By both hands index finger and thumb together 

karma. He then takes a bow. 

 

 

THE MAIN MAN HOLY OF HOLY’ COMMENTATOR 

 

Your fate is at his feet. 



 

 

Clean cut to a large round of applause one which lasted forever. 

 

 

The credits roll up expressing the gratitude of our Universe. 

 

 

A New Seven-Fold Sequence Of Universe Parable Fables. Written 

by MR. Iain Innes. 
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